In this paper we investigate the problem of \partializing" Stone spaces by \Sequence of Finite Posets" (SFP) domains. More speci cally, we introduce a suitable subcategory SFP m of SFP which is naturally related to the special category of Stone spaces 2-Stone by the functor MAX, which associates to each object of SFP m the space of its maximal elements. 
Introduction
The problem of nding an appropriate \partialization" of a space of total elements, arises in several areas of Mathematics and Computer Science when dealing with computational approximations. A point can be taken as total if it can be separated from all the others points of the space by an intrinsic property. A \partialization" of a space of total elements can be viewed as a homeomorphic embedding of the space onto the maximal elements of a domain. Partial elements can then be seen as the representatives of possibly intensional properties of the original space.
Following the pioneering work of Scott, domains of approximations (essentially countably based continuous partial orders) have been used to study computability on real numbers and on other metric spaces (see e.g. 19, 14, 10, 12] ).
In this paper we investigate the \partialization" of 2-Stone spaces by SFP domains, rst considered by Abramsky (see 1, 2, 3] ). Both kinds of spaces play a fundamental rôle in the denotational semantics of concurrency. The importance of SFP domains is unquestionable (see 16] ). The relevance of 2-Stone spaces, i.e. countably based, totally disconnected compact Hausdor spaces, arises from the fact that compact ultrametric spaces, a category of spaces widely used in metric semantics (see 8]), are 2-Stone spaces.
A natural partialization of a 2-Stone space hX; i by a Scott domain can be immediately obtained as the ideal completion of the collection K ne (X) of non-empty compact open subsets of X, ordered by reverse inclusion D X 1 = Idl(K ne (X); ). Such domains are extensional in the sense that di erent partial elements approximate di erent sets of maximal elements. However, this class of domains is not closed under signi cant domain constructors, such as lifting and Plotkin powerdomain, in that such constructors add points that are meaningless w.r.t. the topology of the induced space.
Another extensional partialization can be obtained by associating to a 2-Stone space X, the tree D X 2 of closed balls of a metrization of X, ordered by reverse inclusion (as in 6, 7, 12] ). In the setting of compact ultrametric spaces and non-distance increasing functions, domain constructors can be de ned on these trees inducing the corresponding metric constructors on the space of maximal elements. This solution, however, is not completely satisfactory since the constructors are quite \ad hoc".
In this paper we explore the approach of 1] and consider, even non extensional, SFP domains. We exploit the fact that both 2-Stone spaces and SFP domains share the nitary property of being limits of sequences of nite discrete structures, namely nite discrete spaces and nite partial orders, respectively. In fact, at the level of nite structures, we have that: i) partial orders are closed under many domain constructors, i.e. lifting (:) ? , separated sum +, product and Plotkin powerdomain P Pl ;
ii) the subspace of maximal elements of a partial order is a discrete space, and every discrete space can be viewed as such a subspace, for suitable partial orders; iii) the natural functor MAX commutes in an obvious way with the domain constructors in i). Thus, at the level of nite structures one can de ne compositionally natural partializations of discrete spaces. In this paper we generalize to the !-limit what happens at nite level. In particular we introduce a suitable subcategory SFP m of SFP ep closed under limits as well as the above mentioned domain constructors. The subspace of maximal elements of an object in SFP m is a 2-Stone space, and every 2-Stone space can be viewed as such a subspace, for a suitable object in SFP m . Since the functor MAX from SFP m to 2-Stone is !-continuous, we can de ne SFP domains which \partialize" solutions of a vast class of domain equations in 2-Stone, by solving the corresponding equations in SFP m .
A partialization which has been extensively studied in the literature by Abramsky 3] Throughout the paper we use standard notation and basic facts of Domain Theory and Topology (see 17, 11] ). In Section 1 we give the basic de nitions and we recall useful facts about SFP domains and Stone spaces. In Section 2 we discuss extensional partializations. In Section 3 we introduce the category SFP m and show that it is closed under various domain constructors. In Section 4 we relate 2-Stone spaces to SFP m domains using the functor MAX. In Section 5 we discuss partialization of hyperuniverses. Finally in Section 6 we show that the results of sections 3-4 cannot be extended to function space constructors and that the compactness condition is necessary. This paper grew out from some initial results presented by the authors at the 1994 meeting in Rennes of the EEC project MASK (Mathematical Structures for Concurrency). The extended abstract of this paper is published in 5].
Stone Spaces and SFP Domains
We start by recalling de nitions and basic facts about Stone spaces and SFP's domains (see 17] , 11] for more details). Both kinds of objects are nitary in the sense that they can be obtained as limits of sequences of nite objects in the corresponding categories.
De nition 1.1 A 2-Stone space is a compact topological space with a countable basis of clopen sets. Proposition 1.2 Let hX; i be a topological space. The following are equivalent:
1. hX; i is a 2-Stone space; 2. hX; i = lim hhX n ; n i; f n i (X n nite, n discrete topology); 3. hX; i is compact and ultrametrizable with d : X X ! f0g f2 ?n g n .
Let Top be the category of topological spaces and continuous functions. We denote with 2-Stone the full subcategory of Top consisting of 2-Stone spaces.
Given two cpo's D and E, an embedding-projection pair (ep-pair) from D to E is any pair of continuous functions i : D ! E, j : E ! D such that i j v Id E and j i = Id D .
We denote by CPO ep the category of CPO's and embedding-projection pairs. Let hD n ; p n i be a sequence in CPO ep and let D be its limit. For all n we denote with i n and j n the components of the ep-pair p n and with n = h n ; n i the canonical ep-pair from D n into the limit. For any n; m such that n < m, Max((" a) c ). Since D is !-algebraic there exists an increasing sequence (a n ) n of nite elements such that x = F n a n . We state that Max(" a n ) Max((" a) c ) for some n. In fact let us suppose by contradiction that for all n there is y n 2 Max(" a n ) \ Max(" a). Since D is a 2=3 SFP, the Lawson topology is compact and thus there exists a converging subsequence (y n k ) k whose limit y is in " a, since this set is Lawson closed. Now, (a n k ) k is an increasing sequence, hence a n k v y n h for all h k and thus, by properties of limits in Lawson metric, a n k v y for all k. Thus F k a n k = x v y. By maximality of x we have that x = y, but this is a contradiction since y 2" a.
Therefore A consequence of the next easy proposition is that when dealing with a direct limit of SFP domains, properties of nite elements can be tested at a nite level. Proposition 1.6 Let D = lim hD n ; p n i with D n SFP's and p n ep-pairs.
Then: Notice that even if we restrict attention just to extensional SFP domains, still we cannot nd a unique domain which induces a given 2-Stone space on its subspace of maximal elements. Consider, for instance, a at domain and the meet-semilattice generated by it.
We discuss brie y two possible canonical constructions for embedding homeomorphically a 2-Stone space X into Max (Max(D X 2 ); S) ! (X; (X)) mapping a chain (B n ) n to the sole point in T n B n is a homeomorphism. This partialization contains only elements corresponding to a system of disjoint clopen sets. In 6, 7] it is shown that such trees (of formal balls), and level preserving functions, can be turned into a category BTree, which is equivalent to the cartesian closed category KUM of compact ultrametric spaces and non expansive functions. The equivalence is established by a functor that associates to each tree the space of maximal elements with the induced topology. In BTree we can de ne domain constructors, such as lifting, product, sum, function space and powerdomain, which induce on the space of maximal elements the corresponding metric constructors. This partialization is not completely satisfactory since it requires to restrict oneself to particular continuous functions (i.e. non expansive functions) and to consider constructors on trees which are quite \ad hoc".
The Category SFP m
In view of the results of the previous section, in order to have a well behaved class of partializations, we are led to drop the extensionality condition and to focus on a wider class of SFP domains.
In this section we de ne a subcategory SFP m of SFP ep such that every object in SFP m induces a 2-Stone space. Constructors over SFP m are de ned in the standard way. We establish a connection between these constructors and the corresponding ones over 2-Stone, using the functor Max. Then, a domain equation in 2-Stone can be translated into a domain equation in SFP m , in such a way that the solution of the latter is a partialization of the former.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.5. Notice that if p = hi; ji : D ! E is an M-pair then j(Max(E)) = Max(D). In fact, by surjectivity of j, for all x 2 Max(D) there exists y 2 E such that j(y) = x. Hence if y 0 2 Max("y) we have j(y 0 ) = x. Moreover, composition of M-pairs is an M-pair. We denote by lim m ! hD n ; p n i the limit of a directed sequence of nite CPO's and M-pairs. Proof. ()) Let us suppose that x n0 is not maximal in D n0 for some n 0 . Since for all n > n 0 , x n0 = j nn0 (x n0 ) and, by hypothesis, p n0n is an M-pair we can conclude that x n is not maximal in D n for all n n 0 . Therefore 8n n 0 :9z n 2 Max(D n ):x n v z n ; x n 6 = z n :
(1)
Let us build a tree T level by level in the following way: The tree T is nitely branching, since each D n is nite, and it is in nite by 1. Therefore by Koenig Lemma there exists an in nite path in T , say root; z n0 ; z n0+1 ; z n0+2 ; : : : ; such that 8n n 0 :z n 2 Max(D n ), z n = j n (z n+1 ) and x n v z n ; x n 6 = z n .
Completing this sequence with the initial elements z i = j n0i (z n0 ) for i < n 0 , we obtain a sequence z = (z n ) n 2 D such that x v z; x 6 = z. Therefore x is not maximal.
(() Let x n 2 Max(D n ) for all n. If y 2 D, x v y, by de nition of the order in D we have x n v y n for all n. Using maximality of the x n , we conclude x n = y n for all n, hence x = y. 2 Continuity in Lawson topology is a stronger notion than continuity in Scott topology, but one can easily check that projections are also Lawson continuous. This simple remark is useful in proving the following: Finally we can introduce the category of SFP domains we shall work with:
De nition 3.6 The category SFP m has as objects SFP domains that are limit of directed sequences of nite CPO's and M-pairs. Morphisms are M-pairs, the identity and composition are standard.
We give an intrinsic characterization of SFP m objects. This will be essential in proving some interesting properties of SFP m such as the closure with respect to direct limits.
De nition 3. In order to show that SFP m objects are exactly those SFP's which satisfy the M-condition we proceed as follows. First we prove that the limit, taken in SFP ep , of a sequence hD n ; p n i in SFP m is a limit in SFP m . Then we show that the M-condition is preserved under limits. Using these facts and that every nite CPO satis es the M-condition, we can easily prove the desired result.
Lemma 3.8 Let D = lim ! hD n ; p n i (the limit is computed in SFP ep ), with hD n ; p n i directed sequence in SFP m . Then x = (x n ) n 2 Max(D) if and only if 8n:
()) Let x = (x n ) n 2 Max(D) and for all n let y n 2 Max(D n ) such that x n v y n . Since p n are M-pairs we can build, for all k, a sequence z (k) 2 n Max(D n ) whose components (z (k) ) n 2 Max(D n ) are de ned as follows:
n (y n ) if k < n, inductively By Theorem 3.5 each Max(D n ) is compact and thus, by Tychono Theorem, n Max(D n ), with the product topology, is compact. Therefore z (k) admits a subsequence z (km) converging to z 2 n Max(D n ). By de nition of z (k) and taking into account that n (x n ) v n+n 0 (x n+n 0 ), it follows that, if k n, n (x n ) v z (k) . In particular, for each n, it must be n (x n ) v z, hence it follows x v z. Since x is maximal, x coincide with z. Since, for each n, z n 2 Max(D n ), we get the thesis. 2 Lemma 3.9 Let D = lim ! hD n ; p n i, with hD n ; p n i directed sequence in SFP m .
If each D n satis es the M-condition then also D satis es M-condition.
Proof. Let u fin K(D). As seen in Proposition 1.6.1, we can nd n and u n n K(D n ) such that u = n (u n ). Since D n satis es the M-condition, there exists v n n K(D n ) such that u n v n and Max(U (v n )) v s Max(D n ).
Let v = n (v n ). Clearly u v. Moreover if x 2 Max(D), by Lemma 3.8, n (x) 2 Max(D n ), thus there is a n 2 Max(U (v n )) such that a n v n (x). By Proposition 1.6.2, a = n (a n ) 2 Max(U ( n (v n ))) = Max(U (v)) and a v n ( n ( One can easily check that hD; h n ; n i n i is a cone for the sequence hD n ; p n i, and it is initial since We show now that several domain constructors over SFP ep , namely lifting (:) ? , separated sum +, product and Plotkin powerdomain P Pl , are functorial over SFP m . The coalesced sum is functorial only on SFP m 0 , the subcategory of SFP m consisting of non-trivial SFP domains. From now on it will be understood that the application of the functor is con ned to (objects in) SFP m 0 . The function space constructor is very problematic, see Section 6 for a brief discussion of this issue.
We shall use the characterization of Plotkin powerdomain P Pl (D) as the set fX D j X non-empty, convex and Lawson closedg, with the Egli-Milner ordering. Con(X) denotes the least convex set that contains X. Cl denotes the closure operator in Lawson topology. If f : D ! E is a continuous function then P Pl (f) : P Pl (D) ! P Pl (E) is de ned as P Pl (f)(X) = Con(Cl(f(X))). In particular if f is a projection then P Pl (f)(X) = f(X). In fact a projection is Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 3.14 and local continuity of constructors. As concerns coalesced sum, notice that: if jD i j > 1 (i = 1; 2) then there exists sequences of nite CPO's and M-pairs hD (i) n ; p Recalling the characterization of nite elements of the limit given by Proposition 1.6 we immediately conclude that the two topologies coincide. Therefore Let us consider the topologies. The space MAX(P Pl (D)) is equipped with the topology induced by Scott topology and thus it has as basis the sets Max(" X), with X 2 K(P Pl (D)), i.e. X has the form Con(fa 1 ; : : : ; a n g), where fa 1 ; : : : ; a n g is a nite set of nite elements in D, and it is easy to show that for any such X we have: X v em Y , fa 1 ; : : : ; a n g v em Y: 3. 8(x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 Max(E 1 E 2 ) = Max(E 1 ) Max(E 2 ), we have:
(MAX(p 1 p 2 ))(x 1 ; x 2 ) = = (j 1 j 2 )(x 1 ; x 2 )) = (j 1 (x 1 ); j 2 (x 2 )) = (MAX(p 1 )(x 1 ); MAX(p 2 )(x 2 )) = (MAX(p 1 ) MAX(p 1 ))(x 1 ; x 2 ):
4. 8X 2 Max(P Pl (D)) = P nco (Max(D)), we have:
The last statement of the theorem is trivial. 2
Domain Equations for Hypersets
In this section we apply the theory developed in the previous section to the study of the initial solutions of two important domain equations in SFP m , namely: X ' (2 P Pl (X ? )) (Eq1)
The initial solution D of (Eq1) was introduced by Using the above results, we can show furthermore that there is a plethora of non-isomorphic solutions of re exive domain equations having the hyperuniverse N ! as space of total elements. In general, for any SFP domain D 0 such that U = MAX(D 0 ) is a nite discrete space, the initial solutions of the equations X ' (D 0 + P Pl (X)) and (if D 0 has at least two points) X ' (D 0 P Pl (X ? )) induce the hyperuniverse N ! (U) ( 13] ).
The proof of the fact that D and E are not isomorphic is done through an analysis of the ne structure of Plotkin powerdomain constructor. This allows to show that D contains some points in a particular relation with the maximal elements of D which do not exist in E. Let n = h n , n i be the canonical ep-pair from F n 1 (D 0 ) to D. Figure 3 and Figure 4 introduce some notation for elements of D n = F n 1 (D 0 ) (n = 0; 1) and give a picture of the structure of D.
Clearly the ep-pair p 0 is rigid and it is an M-pair. Hence using the closure results given by Lemmata 3.13 and 5.4 we can state that all ep-pairs F n 1 (p 0 ) in the directed sequence are rigid M-pairs. Therefore using Lemmata 3.3 and 5.5 we conclude that each n is a rigid M-pair. Proof. Let F 2 denote the functor associated with equation X ' 1 + P Pl (X). If E 0 is the single-point CPO and p 0 = hi 0 ; j 0 i is the unique ep-pair from E 0 to F 2 (E 0 ) then E is the limit of the directed sequence hF n 2 (E 0 ); F n 2 (p 0 )i n . Let n = h n , n i be the canonical ep-pair from F n 2 (E 0 ) to E. We start with a remark on the structure of E. Since E ' 1 + P Pl (E), the domain E is of the shape outlined in Figure 6 . Figure 5 introduces some notation for elements of E n = F n 2 (E 0 ) (n = 0; 1; 2).
Recalling the de nition of P Pl we conclude that e = f? 1 g has exactly two immediate successors, corresponding to f? 1 ; p 0 g and f? 1 ; f? 0 gg. Now let us suppose that in E there are two compact elements a and b which satisfy properties 1-3, hence a = e and b = e 0 or b = e 00 . We show that in this hypothesis compact elements that satis es the properties should be found also in the nite CPO E 2 and this is clearly a contradiction.
As in Lemma 5.6 we can easily see that each n is a rigid M-pair. By rigidity of 2 it follows that a and b are in the range of 2 In fact recalling that 1 is a monotone injection and reasoning on the structure of E 2 and E, we can conclude that there is x 2 E 2 such that a v 2 (x). Thus by rigidity of 2 2. If x 2 2 E 2 with ? v x 2 v a 2 then with the same technique used for 1 it is easy to show that x 2 = ? or x 2 = a 2 .
3. Let x 2 2 Max(E 2 ) be a maximal element in E 2 . Clearly if b 2 v x 2 then a 2 v x 2 . Let us suppose a 2 v x 2 . We can de ne y 2 Max(E) as follows: y n = j n2 (x 2 ) for n < 2, y 2 = x 2 and inductively y n+1 2 j ?1 n (y n ) for n 2. This is indeed a maximal element in E by Proposition 3. D 1 )) is not homeomorphic to Max(P Pl (D 2 )) since the former has only one limit point, while the latter has more than one. In fact, in Max(P Pl (D 1 )) there is a unique in nite set, namely D 1 itself, while Max(P Pl (D 2 )) contains more than one in nite element. 
